
JOB SPECIFICATION 

Position: Service Centre Manger.  
Company: Bremont Watch Company. 
Location: 
Department: 
Report: 

Henley on Thames, Oxfordshire, U.K.  
Service Centre. 
Head of Operations / Head of Technical. 

  
  
COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Bremont is a leading luxury British watch company producing beautifully engineered mechanical 
watches at their state-of-the-art Manufacturing and Technology Center “The Wing” in Henley on 
Thames, England  
 
Founded 2002, when Nick and Giles English, Co-Founders, embarked on a journey to make beautifully 
crafted pilot’s watches of exceptional quality. Driven by the desire to play their part in reviving the 
British watch industry and build a globally recognized luxury brand.  
 
Bremont is global business operating its own boutiques and a wholesale network across the world with 
its own manufacturing center based in the UK. As we grow the business, we look to invest in the right 
talent to enable us to achieve our goals. 
 

CONTEXT AND PURPOSE OF THE ROLE 

Manages Bremont Service Centre to deliver high quality service to clients for all repair activity. 
Promotes positive change, effective feedback, and good communication with all team members and 
Bremont departments. An excellent people manager that embodies the company goals, leading the 
department while assessing work performance and identifying areas for improvement and training 
opportunities. Communicates business goals, KPI, staff and department performance with Senior 
leadership team. Uses industry and company knowledge to facility a client-focused efficient workflow. 
Ensures the Service centre environment is operated to high standards, the goal is to ensure that all 
activities are carried out productively, efficiency in line with Bremont values to deliver excellent Service 
to clients. 

 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES  

− The effective management of all Service Centre Staff, administrative and Technical. (Referred 

to as ‘team’) Supported for all watchmaker technical activities by Workshop Supervisor & 

Head of Technical.  

− Team management, engagement, and development. 

− Expected client satisfaction levels ( KPIs) 

− Expected quantity for repairs (KPIs) 

− Expected promised lead times for repairs (KPIs) 

− Advancement and growth of the Complete Service Centre. 

 

KEY RESULT AREAS  

− Manages and organizes his/her team to maintain an efficient flow of repairs while ensuring that 
they understand their duties, delegated tasks and expected performance levels. 

− Manages his/her resources to achieve the goals set in terms of quality, intervention content as 
well as promised lead times and client satisfaction. 

− Collaborates with Logistics departments to achieve an efficient smooth flow of repairs, 
consumable and  spare parts to achieve Service Centre KPIs and targets. 

− Monitors and authorizes day-off, vacation, time-in-lieu and sick leave using Bremont IT tools. 

− Monitor and facilitate the flow of repairs through the Service Centre. Accurately and clearly 

update clients, colleagues, and the database on progress. Take action to minimize delays and 



avoid protentional problems. Address or escalate issues that arise, work proactively to achieve 

KPIs and strive to improve the quality of service provided by the Bremont team. 

− Carries out evaluations and performance appraisals, thoroughly understands his/her staff 

performance and its gaps, establishes a program plan for each and follows up milestones and 

evolution using one to one team assessments. 

− Follows closely the human resource factor, is updated of any changes (job descriptions), 

participates in the major hiring steps, and proposes replacements and new positions within or 

outside the budget. 

− Transmits methodology of organization and management of the intervention flow and the 
reporting needed to guarantee an output in time, quantity and quality expected. 

− Manage the team to deliver clients updates for repairs and delivery times within agreed 
company guidelines. Following up with clients on pre and post repairs, following anomaly 
repairs and informing clients on updates to facilitate a smooth repair process. 

− Responsible for maintaining a high level of professionalism with clients and team, working to 
establish a positive rapport and friendly work ethic. 

− Emailing clients with informational updates, proof reading and adjusting where necessary 
automatically generated content, such as confirmation of receipt and dispatch of watches 
messages.  

− Liaise with the watchmaker team to ensure that repairs are completed within the quoted 
timeframe and collecting, recording the relevant information on work carried out in the system 
with fault codes. 

− Responsible for the spare parts marriage of picked parts to repairs in the flow via the Camano 
shelf system. 

− Manage the flow with logistics for the packaging  and dispatch of  completed service work, 
sending tracking information to the clients same day and updating the system accordingly. 

− Accessories repairs. Arrange repair where possible and replacements if necessary. 

− When required receiving clients that are delivering and collecting repairs directly at Bremont 
headquarters. Empowering clients with relevant information, listening and recording their 
concerns and building a professional efficient rapport. 

− Leads the team to stay up to date on product knowledge, Brand values, strategies and decisions.  

− Impact the company’s bottom line by problem solving and turning frustrated clients into repeat 
customers. 

− Stays current and maintains a strong working knowledge of Bremont products and services. 

− Discuses with any team member and reports to management any unsafe or inappropriate 

practices or behavior observed. 

 
 
KEY SKILLS & EXPERIENCE 

The successful candidates will be/have: 
 

− Proven experience as a people manager in a relevant role. 

 

COMPETENCIES AND LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS 

The ideal candidate will possess most, if not all, of the following competencies:  
 
Honesty and integrity 

Willing to adapt proactively and positively to new challenges 

Understanding the brand ethos 

A team player but also confident to work proactively without guidance 

Dexterity, meticulous attention to detail and exemplary organisational skills 

Able to communicate well, both orally and in writing. 

High standard of written English and grammar 

A hardworking and reliable attitude, able to work autonomously but collaboratively 

Able to work on own initiative and to tight deadlines.  Self-motivated and sets high standards and 



constantly prioritises 

Able to remain calm and focussed under pressure 

Willing to adapt and take on new challenges and driven to continually improve 

Outstanding organizational and leadership skills 

Good knowledge of MS Office. 

Knowledge and experience of using a CRM system  

Able to guide and train employees.  

 


